PremiumAV sizzles in the hardware market with its exclusive Laser Keyboard: ILK079

PremiumAV, is all set to stun the hardware market with its recent launch of its exclusive Laser Keyboard: the ILK079. PremiumAV, a company much known for its software innovations has decided in to step into the world of...
HDFC Bank announces ‘design your own loan’ for Loan against Shares

Mumbai: HDFC Bank launched its ‘Design Your Own Loan’ scheme wherein customers can now apply for Loan against Shares (LAS) online using their demat account. They can also set their own limits by choosing the

MapR Extends Support for SAS to Deliver Big Data Storage Independence

Chennai: MapR Technologies, Inc., provider of the top-ranked distribution for Apache™ Hadoop®, today announced it has extended its support for SAS, the leader in business analytics software and services. Joint

BREAKING ALL world records even before release

MSG 2-The Messenger Movie Preview Premiere
attendance trumps Hollywood, Bollywood With a pandal spread over 17 Acres, seating over 1,50,000 fans, with 20 giant LED screens, and a world class audio system. MSG -

Suyojit Group appoints Rahul Gugaliya as CEO Designate

Nasik: Established in 1994, Suyojit Group, Nasik’s diversified business conglomerate with an eclectic presence in Real Estate Development, Infrastructure Development, Land Acquisition, Mega Food Park, BOT

Delhi Dengue scare: HC asks Centre, Delhi govt about steps taken

With three more lives lost to dengue, and hospitals across...
MMA Forum India 2015: Mobile unanimously declared the most personal device to reach out to target consumers by industry leaders and marketers

Gurgaon: The annual Mobile Marketing Association (MMA) Forum India 2015 concluded on 16th September ‘15 at the Leela Ambience Hotel & Residences in Gurgaon. Over 330 delegates and 34 industry leaders representing

HMS Industrial Networks AB, Realizing the Internet of Things

At the EF International Language Centre in Oxford, system integrator Global Electrical Solutions Ltd. has installed a building management system to keep track of heating, ventilation, water, lighting etc. By connecting Netbiter

Matrix to showcase its new-age IP-PBX for large enterprises
Matrix Comsec is a leading manufacturer of state-of-the-art telecom solutions. With an objective of scaling up and penetrating into the Enterprise segment, Matrix is conducting an exclusive product showcase event of its

Times Network creates unique advertising opportunity for SMEs

Mumbai: Times Network, the broadcast arm of the largest media house Bennett Coleman & Co. Ltd, kick-started Ascend Now 2015 in Mumbai. The week long workshops over three markets – Mumbai, Bangalore and Delhi are

Underwriting of Capital Increase by Shareholder Allocation at Iharabras

TOKYO: Mitsubishi Corporation has decided to underwrite a scheduled capital increase by Brazilian agrochemical vendor Iharabras S.A. Industrias Quimicas (head office: Sao Paulo (State), Brazil). Originally founded
Sundeep Kochars – A date with ‘Calender Girls’

Celebrity astrologer Sundeep Kochar is literally supporting the “Stars” of Madhur Bhandarkar’s next film “Calender Girls”. We met this Star Astrologer during one of the promotional campaign in Chandigarh at INIFD, for which

The Sikh Awards-2015 to be held in India

The Sikh Awards conceptualised by Mr. Navdeep Singh is an awards ceremony to celebrate and champion the talents of the Sikh community. The first Sikh Awards ceremony was held in 2010 in London to recognise the
Alcatel-Lucent Enterprise Introduces a New Family of Gigabit Ethernet Switches to Address SMB’s Top Business Issues, Priorities and IT Challenges

Asia Pacific : The Alcatel-Lucent OmniSwitch(R) 6350 Gigabit Ethernet LAN switches at a glance: - Addresses small-medium businesses (SMBs) priorities: Mobility, collaboration, IoT and converged infrastructure all

PM Modi pays tribute to immortal heroes of 1965 war

Prime Minister Narendra Modi visits ‘Shaurayanjali’ exhibition today on the lawns of Rajpath in New Delhi. The Prime Minister also paid tributes to the immortal heroes of the War. The exhibition is part of the celebrations of

Gurgaon Healthcare service providers win top honors at the reputed India Health & Wellness Summit and Awards 2015
Gurgaon: The joint initiative by Gurgaon and Delhi Traffic Police of creating a green corridor in order to facilitate organ transportation received recognition and a special award at the prestigious India Health & Wellness Summit

Images Retail Technology Awards honors Retailers for technology deployment

Mumbai: The Images Retail Technology Awards (IRTA) which was held in Mumbai last night celebrated some of India’s most outstanding achievements for implementing technologies in retail and honoured excellence in

Triumph Motorcycles strides into Jaipur; Opens its 12th Dealership in India

Jaipur: Triumph Motorcycles, the iconic British motorcycle manufacturer, today announced the opening of their first dealership in Jaipur – Morani Triumph.
Located on the Tonk Road, this is the 12th dealership for

FAM strongly opposes 20% Safeguard Duty on Hot Rolled Steel

Mumbai: Indian steel makers have been hypocritically selling steel to domestic consumers at about 20% higher price whereas at lower prices to international users. In addition, by their own claim in recent times they have

India among the top 5 tourist market for Philadelphia.

According to data released by the U.S. Department of Commerce...
Paytm Founder and CEO, Vijay Shekhar Sharma named as CEO of the Year by SABRE Awards 2015

New Delhi: Vijay Shekhar Sharma, Founder and CEO of Paytm, India's largest mobile commerce platform has been named as the CEO of the Year by the prestigious SABRE Awards. He has been felicitated for successfully

Centum Learning forays into Beauty and Wellness sector

New Delhi: After successfully venturing into several industry verticals, leading skilling MNC, Centum Learning now announces its entry into the Beauty and Wellness sector. Considering the increasing requirement for skilled
New Delhi: King’s College London has announced the start of the 2015 Chevening Gurukul Programme for Leadership and Excellence. The fellowship is aimed at high flying early to mid-career professionals from diverse backgrounds.

Dusit Devarana New Delhi recreates global cuisine experience with visit of MasterChef Australia contestant, Chef Renae Smith

New Delhi: Dusit Devarana New Delhi is all set to create new benchmarks for Delhi gourmards by bringing celebrity chef Renae Smith, from MasterChef Australia, for an evening of global cuisine experience. On September 17, 2015, the hotel will be hosting an event where Chef Renae Smith will create a specially curated menu that will tantalize the taste buds of the guests.

The bridal story got unfolded at the Preview of Wedding Asia Delhi Season 2

New Delhi: Celebrating the rocketing spirit of the big fat Indian wedding, Wedding Asia is coming alive with the finest wedding indulgence. The most extensive wedding fair in India, Wedding Asia will host over 500 wedding businesses under one roof, providing an unparalleled platform for exchanging ideas and experiences.
Renowned actors and models celebrate the ‘Power Woman Food Fiesta’ at Phoenix Marketcity

Mumbai: Renowned models and actors Parizaad Kolah, Kavita Kharayat, Manasvi Mamgai, Hemangi Parthe, Vahbiz Mehta and Arzoo Govitrikar were seen having a wonderful time at the ‘Power Woman Food Fiesta’ at

How To Prepare For Civil Services Exams

Writer – Mr. A.K. Mishra, Director Chanakya I.A.S Academy Regularity: In daily routine there is not any ideal time to study because it has to be suited with the needs and requirement of the student. But regularity must be
Eco-tourism — Taiwan takes sustainability to a new level

Ecotourism is a form of tourism involving visiting fragile,...

Zomato Summit and User Choice Awards, 2015

New Delhi : Zomato, the restaurant search and discovery platform, held the Mumbai and Delhi chapter of the Zomato Summit and User Choice Awards 2015 on Monday, 14th September. The Summits witnessed a

MHPS Receives Order for 2 Sets of H-25 Gas Turbine and Generator For Chemical Company in Turkmenistan

Yokohama : Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems, Ltd.
(MHPS) has received an order for two sets of its natural gas-fired H-25 gas turbine and generator to be installed at

Mazda Receives German Design Awards in Three Categories

Hiroshima: Mazda Motor Corporation announced today that the company received three awards in the Automotive Brand Contest. The company’s global design team, Mazda CX-3 and Bike by KODO concept were

Fujitsu Achieves 96.7% Recognition Rate for Handwritten Chinese Characters Using AI That Mimics the Human Brain

Hiroshima: Fujitsu R&D Center Co., Ltd. and Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. (collectively Fujitsu) today announced the development of the world’s first handwriting recognition technology by utilizing AI technology modeled
NEC Included in “FTSE4Good Index Series” for 14th consecutive year

TOKYO: - NEC Corporation today announced its inclusion in the “FTSE4Good Index Series” for the 14th consecutive year. The FTSE4Good Index Series is one of the representative SRI (Socially Responsible Investment)

Bueno, a Gurgaon based Premium Food Tech Start-up raises $600k Pre-Series A funding from an undisclosed Angel Investor

New Delhi: Bueno, a Gurgaon based Premium Food Tech Start-up which delivers Fresh & Healthy Global Gourmet Food, has raised $600k Pre-series – A funding from an undisclosed angel investor. This is the first funding
Precious Metals Research Grants of Up to 5 Million Yen Offered by the Tanaka Memorial Foundation; Applications for Research Projects Open on October 1

TOKYO: Tanaka Holdings Co., Ltd. (Head office: Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo; Representative Director & CEO: Akira Tanae) announced today that by the Tanaka Memorial Foundation (Representative: Hideya Okamoto) will accept

MINDSHARE, PEPSICO LEAD THE RACE AT THE SMARTIES™ INDIA AWARDS 2015

Gurgaon– The Mobile Marketing Association Forum (MMAF) Delhi 2015, came to a close with the announcement of the SMARTIES™ India 2015 awards. Gold, Silver, and Bronze award winners were
Elitecore’s 24online product Introduces CRM and Mobile APP for ISP

Mumbai : Elitecore Technologies, the global provider of
24online Service Management System (SMS) announces
the roll out of CRM (Customer Relationship
Management) and Mobile applications. 24online CRM

Novopay launches its consumer payment app along with a bank partnered wallet

Bangalore : Vinod Khosla, Chairman Khosla Ventures,
USA, today unveiled the Novopay consumer App and
Wallet which promises to revolutionize mobile payments
in India, be it at the neighbourhood shop, or to pay bills or

Emami Ropes in Amitabh Bachchan & Kangna Ranaut for Emami BoroPlus Antiseptic Cream
Mumbai: This is a casting coup of many firsts but all happening at one time – a celluloid story that will unfurl a box full of surprises:  ·  A never-seen-before pairing of the legendary actor Amitabh Bachchan and the super

Bajaj Electricals Ltd Winner of the SEAD Global Efficiency Medals for Energy Efficiency

Mumbai: Bajaj Electricals Ltd. has won the prestigious international award for India’s most energy saving commercially available Planer Luminaries class for products with 2000 lumens light output and cool white